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National sales manager
The news that Mncane Mthunzi is leaving the Consumer Goods Council for
Massmart is bad for the CGCSA, but great for the mass retailer and the industry as a
whole. In the little over two years that Mthunzi was with the council he returned it to
a solid financial position and strengthened its service offering, not least of which was
the establishment of the Retail Council in April last year. Massmart will be expecting
the same positive input as head of its supplier development programme and, judging
by Mthunzi's reputation, is unlikely to be disappointed.
Speaking of suppliers, congratulations to those in the kitchen and electronic goods
sectors who made it to the top ten list of South Africa's favourite brands. The addition
of these two categories to the annual Top Brands survey is a clear indication of the
considerable growth opportunities that exist in these expanding market segments.
Sadly, however, not all sectors of the home goods industry can lay claim to a
positive growth curve. Furniture manufacturing is in sharp decline, according to a
leading local supplier, and its global competitiveness under threat – all because of
stifling labour legislation. It will be interesting to see which other manufacturers will
respond to the company's call to action.
Until September.
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Made in South Africa

Newsline

Altech opens factory to manufac ture digital set-top boxes
Africa’s first high-tech global facility with
the capacity to manufacture more than
three million television set-top boxes
a year has been opened in Durban
by Minister of Communications Roy
Padayachie.
Altech UEC, developer of digital
technology for the international pay-TV
industry, consolidated six buildings
on two sites into a single, 13 500m2
factory at Mount Edgecombe to
boost innovation in information and
communications technology (ICT )
and heighten South Africa’s global
competitiveness as it moves to migrate
to digital terrestrial television (DTT ).
With demand for digital set-top
boxes (STBs) in South Africa expected
to reach more than nine million as the
country migrates to DTT, with a further
30 million required for the rest of subSaharan Africa, Altech CEO Craig Venter
says the new factory will drive growth
and job creation in line with President
Zuma’s economic development targets.
“Our investment in this facility is in
direct support of government policy,"
he says. "Not only are we employing
people in the factory, but services such
as packaging, delivery and installation
will create tens of thousands of small
business opportunities in the years to
come.
“In the process, people will acquire
new skills, equipping them for the
next wave of ICT innovation and
development. The cycle of advancement
and wealth creation is potentially
endless.”
Venter says crucial to South Africa’s
broadcasting digital migration policy
is the creation of millions of new jobs
countrywide by advancing the local
electronics manufacturing sector.
“Digital migration creates an
opportunity to build a globally
competitive export sector that is an
objective of the industrial policy action
plan.
“The economic spin-offs are destined
to be huge – from technical support to
retailing – while the increased demand
for broadcast content, especially
regional-based programming, will create
more jobs for local content producers
and their supply chains," he continues.
4
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Rajesh Ramkawal (Altech UEC production manager), Roy Padayachie (Minister of
Communications) and Craig Venter (Altech CEO) tour the new Altech UEC manufacturing
facility.
“New jobs will be created all down
the delivery chain, while millions will be
able to benefit from better education
and communication through new
electronic means.”
Describing the new building as a
“story factory”, Venter says: “The boxes

“Economic spin-offs are
destined to be huge –
from technical support
to retailing”

we manufacture here deliver stories to
people’s homes. The new generation of
STBs will enable millions of people in
South Africa, Africa and across the world
to access digital television – a medium
through which they will discover the
world around them in all its richness,
diversity and endless possibility.”
Venter says ICT innovation, driven by
intellectual property, is a “cornerstone of
global competitiveness”.
There is a need to resuscitate local
research and development and, while a
South African silicon valley might be farfetched, poverty can only be eradicated

by economic growth, which depends on
competitiveness, he says.
“In a world where everybody has
access to the same technological tools,
competitiveness depends on how
the technology is applied to harness
information and create new knowledge.
People and countries who can meet
these demands are the ones who
succeed.”
Venter has appealed to government
to provide an enabling environment
to encourage entrepreneurship with a
focus on ICT innovation, as this is the
only way to resuscitate local research
and development
Venter thanked Minister Padayachie
for the quality and quantity of
interaction between the Department of
Communications and the ICT industry
and urged him to continue on this path.
“Collaboration between government
and industry stakeholders is a must in
order for South Africa to reach its job
creation and economic growth goals.”
Venter says the migration to DTT is
taking place within the bigger context
of growth in the ICT industry in general.
Apart from its factories, sales people,
products and services, the cornerstone
of Altech’s support for both DTT
page 6 X
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Case Goods

Riegut Marketing saves jobs amidst stifling legislation
Riegut Marketing has succeeded in
saving around 100 jobs at its Industriabased factory in the face of rigid
legislation which, says CEO Rasheed Gutta,
is threatening the survival of the furniture
manufacturing sector.
“Our industry is in decline because
statutory bodies like the Furniture
Bargaining Council, created by the state
to protect workers’ rights, have enforced
labour legislation that is making the
industry uncompetitive in the global
market,” he declares.
“ More and more South African
manufacturers are being forced to close
their doors because they are unable to
compete with imported products from
countries such as China.
Gutta points out that furniture
manufacturers aren’t the only ones
suffering. “The same is happening in the
clothing sector,” he says, referring to a
recent article in the Sunday Times which
reported the loss of more than 4600 jobs
after the National Bargaining Council
shut down clothing factories found to

Rasheed Gutta – legislation is killing the
furniture manufacturing industry.
be non-compliant with minimum wage
requirements.
“If South Africa is to compete effectively
in the global market our manufacturers
need to be on an equal footing with their
international counterparts,” says Gutta.

Recently Riegut Marketing came up
against the Furniture Bargaining Council
which tried to force us to integrate into
their organisation,” Gutta relates. “We
opposed this, however, as we are not a
fully fledged manufacturer.”
The company imports furniture as
flat packs which are then assembled in
its factory. Over the past ten years it has
become a key supplier to numerous chain
stores. “Thankfully, we were able to come
to an amicable agreement with the FBC
and save our workers’ jobs as a result,” says
Gutta.
“This raises the question of whether
industry players need to start challenging
existing legislation in order to revitalise
the industry and create an incentive for
employers to expand their production
volumes rather than reduce them,” he
continues. “If other companies feel they
are being impacted negatively by the
current legislation then perhaps it’s time
for their owners to speak out and for the
industry to join together to address the
matter.”

Riegut Marketingimports furniture as flat packs which are then assembled in its factory. Over the past ten years the company has become a
key supplier to numerous chain stores.
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Product Showcase

Point of sale – business extension or add- on?
In your retail business, does the business
management software reach from goods
receiving all the way through to the
point-of-sale? If it doesn’t, you could be
missing out on the opportunity for better
management through automation.
That’s according to HansaWorld
SA sales and channel manager Andre
Wiid. He says a better point-of-sale
(POS) system is one which is entirely
integrated with all other aspects of instore management systems. “Complete
integration means the ability to
accurately and automatically gain an
instant view of the goods on hand, sales
performance and stock holding, whether
in a single store or across multiple sites,”
he notes.
However, Wiid says most retailers,
especially smaller operators or
independent outlets, tend to operate
with isolated, disconnected POS systems
which have no connection to goods
receiving, warehousing or the general
ledger.
“That’s something which HansaWorld
is changing, with a complete system
designed to run on inexpensive, standard
hardware, and which creates a connected
solution for managing every aspect of the
store.”
It is these points – integration and
affordability – which make this system
a highly viable option, Wiid continues.
“Additionally, for those companies that
have several outlets, HansaWorld POS

Andre Wiid – integration and affordability
are key in POS systems.
provides equal performance whether it is
online or offline; it does not depend on
the network or connectivity to the backend server which characterise multi-site
operations, to function.
"That means should any interruption to
connectivity occur, every outlet continues
to work as usual; when connectivity is
restored or a server crash rectified, the
system synchronises itself."
Coming back to complete integration
with back-end systems, Wiid says this
helps alleviate the challenge of finding
skilled personnel. “It is necessary to
complement good managerial staff with
the support of automated systems which
introduce best practices that make it

easier to run an efficient business.
“Live data means the ability to know
what is happening in-store or across a
group of stores, directly feeding into
stock management, replenishment and
providing for a more lean supply chain
with optimised stock holding patterns.
"It also means opening up the
possibilities for growth, since standard
processes across multiple sites supports
effective management of the enterprise."
The HansaWorld system can provide for
eight to ten users at the point of sale with
an investment of as little as R5000-8000 in
hardware.
“It runs on almost any hardware,
even that considered obsolete, and on
any operating system, whether it be
Linux, Mac OS or Windows, without the
requirement for any additional software,”
Wiid notes. “That is by design; a fast,
integrated POS solution that does not
require expensive hardware.”
While it is an extension of the
HansaWorld Enterprise ERP solution,
which is suitable for companies ranging
from under ten users all the way through
to businesses with hundreds of users,
Wiid says the POS system can also run
as a standalone solution. “It is a flexible
and highly affordable solution which
brings advanced functionality to retailers,
helping you run a more efficient, more
profitable business without requiring a
substantial investment in hardware and
software.”

Local security light impresses US customers
The locally developed Ni9htwatcher
security light, jointly owned and
distributed by Eurolux, has been
recognised by several well known trade
magazines and TV shows in the US,
often being selected as a 'Favourite New
Product for 2011'. Its latest scoop has
been at the ISC WEST Security Show in Las
Vegas, the largest security show in North
America.
“We entered the New Product
Showcase competition, organised by the
Security Industry Association, where we

won Best New Product in the category
Outdoor Perimeter Protection," explains
Eurolux director Shaun Bouchier. “For a
South African product to walk away with
top honours is quite the accolade, given
the competition.”
The product has long been popular in
South Africa, being used in the residential
and industrial sectors. The beauty of the
product is that it is not only activated by
motion, but continues to track the motion
within the ten-metre plus radius, while
recording everything. The light turns up

to 220 degrees
while it follows
the motion until
no further motion
is detected. Its
day/night sensor
adds to its appeal
as an energy
efficient product.
Several models are available in the range
and customers may choose between
those with camera capability and those
without.
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Portable power-computing performance
The new business rugged workstation
notebooks from HP are a range for those
who require workstation performance
without compromise, this according to
AzizWorkgroup product manager Johann
Toerien.
“The 15 and 17-inch laptops are both
portable and convenient."
Toerien goes on to say that these
incredibly powerful laptops are ideal
for engineering, power-computing and
content-creation customers. "Each has an
eight-cell battery which gives about four
hours on the top spec EliteBook 8760w
and five hours on the EliteBook 8560w
(optional eight-cell and 12-cell secondary
batteries are also available)."
The 17.3-inch EliteBook 8760w is at the
very top end when it comes to specs. "It
boasts the user's choice of Sandy Bridge
processors up to a Core i7-2920XM, says
Toerien. "There is also the choice of either
AMD FirePro or NVIDIA Quadro graphics
with up to 4GB of memory. Additionally,
there are up to three hard drives with
RAID 5 support and options for quad core
processors."
The list of impressive specs continues:
each has four RAM slots with quad
core processors and can max out at an
impressive 32GB using 8GB RAM sticks.
It also boasts 7200 RPM 2.5-inch hard
disk drives, which comes standard with
capacity options ranging from 320GB to

750GB. Solid State Drive options are also
available – HP’s configuration options
lets users choose from between 128 and
256GB.
"The HP EliteBook 8760w supports two
disk drives by default without sacrificing
the optical drive bay, which means users
can now have three storage drives if
they swap out the optical drive for
a third HDD/SSD," Toerien adds.
Both EliteBooks with EyeFinity+
feature have the capability to hook
up to four external displays, and both
models come with at least two USB 3.0,
one USB 2.0 “always-on” and eSATA/USB
2.0 combo ports standard, 5 USB ports in
total. They also have 16:9 ratio displays
and 1 billion colour, 30-bit DreamColour
displays (nicknamed as “DreamColour
2”) available as options. VGA and Display
Port connection options come standard
and allow users to hook up two external
monitors right out of the box. The optional
HP docking station lets users connect
even more displays.
Other changes to these new EliteBook
models include:
• Improved hinge and latch designs
• Full chiclet-style keyboard design
(opposed to partial-chiclet on previous
models)
• Backlit keyboard options
• SRS Premium Sound branding for builtin stereo speakers

The HP
EliteBook 8560.

Orange-coloured pointing stick and
much larger multi-touch trackpad
• New ‘radial design’ finish and backlit
HP logo on the back of the notebook
• Single easy access bottom panel gives
quick and tool less (no screws to undo)
access to the hard disk(s), RAM slots
and fan via a switch
“For on-the-go computing with work
station calibre computing in a rugged and
reliable package, the HP Elitebook 8560w
and 8760w Mobile Workstation range is
the sensible option,” Toerien concludes.
•

New smartphones offer consumers more choice
Both Research In Motion (RIM) and Sony
Ericsson have announced new additions
to their smartphone line-ups. RIM offers
five new models, based on BlackBerry
7 Operating System (OS) and Sony,
Google Maps navigation.
The new BlackBerry Bold 9900 and
9930 are the company's thinnest
smartphones, offering a large keyboard
and brilliant touch display.
The new BlackBerry Torch 9810
smartphone builds on the popularity
of the previous release and combines a
large touch display with a convenient
slide-out keyboard.
24
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The BlackBerry Torch 9850 and 9860
introduce a new all-touch design
featuring the largest display on the
company's smartphone to date.
Sony Ericsson South Africa has
announced the availability of the new
Xperia arc and Xperia neo, both of
which include high technology and
multimedia experience on the latest
version of the Android platform.
They also include Google Maps
Navigation (Beta), a free, full-featured
GPS system that is now available for
Android users in South Africa as part of
the Google Maps app for Android.

The Sony Ericsson
Xperia arc.

Technology Focus

The importance of a
high quality website
Years ago website design, an intuitive user experience,
conversion optimisation, quality content and search
engine ranking weren't given as much consideration as
they are today. Back then, if you even had a website, it
was good enough marketing leverage. Today, however,
it's no longer that simple.
Not only is it highly recommended that you
have a website for your product, service,
company and-or brand, but it also needs to
be designed with the above mentioned in
mind.
"They all fit together and one without
the other is like having a good bottle of tenyear-old Cabernet Sauvignon and no bottle
opener," says Limabean CEO Hagen Rode.
"All you are able to do is stare longingly at
the bottle, but you can't do anything about
tasting what's inside, which is, of course,
rather pointless (and frustrating, to say the
least).
Rode says a high quality website is
well-designed (both visually
and structurally), has
thoughtful and
relevant content
and is optimised
well for search
engines. "This
increases the
chances of more
people

finding it, clicking through to whatever it
is you're offering and most importantly,
converting to become paying customers."
One of the first things to consider when
designing a website is its visitors. What are
the various segments they're looking for
when they first come to your site? What
information is the most sought after?
"This needs to be clearly visible and could
benefit from being attached to a series of
calls to action on your home page," Rode
notes. "You want their experience to be
painless, effortless and intuitive. The better
their user experience, the better the chance
of them returning for more or converting.
"Your brand image is obviously very
important too and it goes without saying
that having a Mickey Mouse website doesn't
instil the sense of professionalism and high
quality that you want associated with your
brand," he continues. "Having a design that
is eye-catching and appealing helps ensure
that when visitors land on your site, they
want to stay
and find out more about
your products
and services."
In an
attempt to
avoid paying for
a professional
website, many
to create their
own. "This
comes with
high ambitions of
creating one that
equals the brilliant

Hagen Rode – professional
input is essential.
design and functionality of their favourite
existing website," says Rode. "Sadly, all too
often, the reality is far from this. It takes
specialised skills, experience, technical
knowledge and an eye for the finest detail
to build a quality website from scratch. Not
only that, it inevitably involves a team of
people to put it together and make it work
seamlessly. Unless you're skilled in user
experience, content strategy, graphic design,
front end and back end development and
technical architecture (yes, you really do
need all these skills to create a worthy
website), then it's an impossibly ambitious
project for just one person to tackle."
Rode points out that hiring an
experienced company with a professional
portfolio to build and design your website
has huge benefits. "Not only do you get
to sit back and watch the process unfold,
but more importantly, you can rest assured
that the techniques and solutions they use
to build your website are tailored to your
specific business needs and requirements
and are based on best practices.
"Very importantly, a professional company
will be sure to give you an accurate
quotation up front (and by accurate I
mean realistic in terms of budgeted hours
anticipated for the project.) With this in
mind, remember that the development of
a high quality website for your business
should be seen as an investment that will
provide benefits for many years."
Home Goods Retailer – August 2011
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Customer Matters

Raise
your brand

profile,
push your

product
You can make Facebook work for your company in more tangible ways
than you may have thought. Facebook makes it easy for even the most
technologically challenged or cash-strapped small business to enter social
media. Setting up a foundational Facebook page is not only simple, but free.
But, warns e-commerce, social media and
mobile software development company
Realmdigital CEO Wesley Lynch, Facebook
is not just about marketing or publicity.
"Companies that use Facebook merely to
advertise their brand or build up a contact
database, are missing a big commercial
opportunity," he says.
"And the functional possibilities of
social commerce are in no way secondary
to what you’d expect in an e-commerce
online store.
"In fact, Facebook has a distinct
advantage over ordinary Web commerce.
While e-commerce projects foundered in
recent years due to tight post-recession
budgets, commercial Facebook pages,
which require a much lower capital outlay,
26
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flourished. And yet, surprisingly few
companies – even in advanced markets
like the US – know and use this."
Lynch cites a study from ForeSee
Results, which revealed that 25 per cent
of the top 100 US retailers have no formal
Facebook presence.
Meanwhile, lower down the food chain
one finds many companies that get a lot of
value out of Facebook. For much less than
the cost of a basic website, brands can
now have a fully functional e-commerce
Facebook Fan Page.
Where the fish is
No matter what product your company
sells, Lynch says there are very good
reasons to combine social media with

commerce:
• It's where everyone hangs out. Fish
where the fish is.
• Buying is becoming recognised
as a natural outflow of social Web
interaction.
• Recommendations from friends are
highly influential, and given eagerly.
• Bespoke Facebook development is a
rapidly growing industry.
• There are plenty of off-the-shelf apps,
providing anything from whole store
fronts to promotions, e-newsletters,
online slide demos or offline event
promos.
• With the current lack of awareness of
the opportunities in social media, the
noise is still relatively subdued, and first

Customer Matters

comers will get more bang for their
buck.
Removing obstacles
For now, some obstacles remain, Lynch
points out. "More social applications with a
commercial bent should become available,
and to a large degree, enterprises should
shed some legacy as many e-commerce
sites are not Facebook-ready.
"But the main hindrance is attitudinal:
if you treat Facebook as an afterthought and don’t accommodate it in
your integrated marketing and digital
campaigns and strategies, you will miss a
golden opportunity to strike while the iron
is hot."
Move quickly but be careful
The best possible move under the
circumstances is to move quickly, Lynch
advises. "Approach a development agency
with notable Facebook experience, or shop

“Retailers need to
stop budgeting for losses
and address them
pro-actively”
around for existing functionality.
"But consider your objectives and mull
your project choices very carefully. For
example, it may not make sense for you to
take on outright e-commerce functionality,
but if you offer a valuable service that
sparks a purchase decision, the customer
should be offered the option of purchasing
without having the user experience
interrupted.
Included in Facebook's free functionality
for micro-businesses is:
• An events application allowing users to
create events as well as invite people
to the events
• A newsletter application with
subscription tool
• Photo galleries and
• RSS feeds which allow you to
aggregate content to your Facebook
page from your website or blog
Beyond the foundation page
Beyond this, however, Lynch says you
will need a social media budget to hire
specialist development skills for the
applications that maximise the brand

engagement benefits of social, and the
manpower to manage your Facebook
presence and monitor its effectiveness.
Content resources
One of the most important steps to
building a successful Facebook page is
having a content strategy. According
to account director Simon Bestbier,
companies need to know what type of
page they need in order to decide on the
type of content to post, how often statuses
will be updated and the tone to take.
"Once your Facebook page is active
and fans begin engaging, you will need
to monitor and measure your page.
Facebook provides a built-in page analytics
tool called Facebook insights. This tool
monitors your fan demographics and gives
insight into what type of content works
best for your page. Although this may
seem simple to measure, you need to find
the correct person for the job. Analysis of
your Facebook data is crucial for creating a
successful page."
Application development resources
Facebook pages are free and somewhat
easy to create. "Consequently," Bestbier
continues, "you have to make sure your
page is going to be cutting edge and will
stand out from the rest. This can certainly
be achieved by developing custom
Facebook applications. To decide which
ones, go over your objective again. It will
be something like 'we need to improve
our brand' or 'we need to showcase our
new product'.
"Now, think of a creative way to make
it happen. It's a competitive market, and
brands will need specialist help to stand
out. Obviously, budget-conscious microbusinesses will make do with free apps,
but if your page needs to be different you
will need help.
"Remember also that the fit has to be
pretty perfect – you will probably not be
able to reuse apps for every new product,
market or brand.
"Another useful bit of advice is to offer
value to your Facebook fans. Incentives
like gift vouchers and discounts are wellworn tactics, but they work. Competitions
naturally get a lot of attention.
"The difference will be in the creative
spark that sets one campaign apart from
another, and that is where professional
support comes in handy."

Wesley Lynch –

Wesley Lynch –

Inspire and delight
It’s important to view your Facebook
page for what it is – not just a means to
generate thousands of fan memberships,
but a great opportunity to actively engage
those fans."
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More innovation, new products at MIFF 2012
After setting another record sales
performance in early March this year, the
organiser of the Malaysian International
Furniture Fair (MIFF) is already looking
ahead to make next year’s edition more
refreshing and attractive for buyers.
MIFF 2012 has been fixed from 6-10
March 2012. It will spread over 75 000
square metres of exhibition space at the
downtown Putra World Trade Centre and
nearby Matrade Exhibition & Convention
Centre in the Malaysian capital, Kuala
Lumpur.
“Even before the close of MIFF 2011,
exhibitors want to book space in advance
for 2012,” says fair organiser MIFF Sdn Bhd
managing director Dato’ Tan Chin Huat.
"This is a good sign of their enthusiasm for
the next show, and we are in close touch
with them."
He is optimistic that Malaysian
furniture-makers will respond strongly
by unveiling more new products and
expanded selections following feedback
from buyers.
“Buyers at this year’s show told me that
they saw some new designs, but it was

not enough. The process has been slow
but Malaysian manufacturers are coming
around to accept that next to quality, they
need to invest in design.”
Local manufacturers will also be driven
to step up because for many of them,
MIFF is the main source for their business.
The trade show began in 1995 and has
since grown into a world-recognised and
important gateway for Malaysian furniture,
accounting for nearly a third of exports
annually.
Buyers would have noticed that
in recent years, Malaysian furniture
makers have begun using alternatives
such as imported American hardwood,
composites and eco-friendly materials to
add variety to the dominant array of local
wood-derived furniture.
The US economic turmoil and
uncertainties over Europe are not
expected to hugely impact visitor traffic or
sales at MIFF 2012.
“Since we began in 1995, we have
steadily built up a core group of buyers
from 140 countries. There are concerns
over the US and Europe, but MIFF has

proven its resilience over the years
because our constant is quality, pricing
and selection,” says Tan.
At MIFF 2012, no fewer than 500
exhibitors will display contemporary styles
and perennial favourites for a wide range
of indoor and exterior home furniture, and
commercial use.
Office and dining furniture segments
were big draws at this year’s show,
driving sales to yet another record of
USD778 million, up from USD775 million
in 2010.
Buyers should also keep an eye on
the Ideation Award 2012, a showcase for
young designers who will be challenged
by the theme “My Favourite Chair” to come
up with a market-appealing product. A
special gallery will feature the prototypes
of the finalists.
MIFF 2012 will continue to honour
exhibitors with awards for the most
creatively designed booth and most
innovative furniture design. Several
industry seminars will be hosted to keep
trade visitors up to date with the latest
trends.

High expectations for imm cologne 2012
Italian design is at home in Cologne.
From 16 to 22 January 2012 the designer
nation’s furniture and interior design
culture will once again be out in full
strength at imm cologne under the
flag of Italy’s leading lifestyle brands.
With still half a year to go before the
trade show, appearances by 60 Italian
exhibitors, including top brands B&B
Italia, Cierre, Desalto, Driade, Living
Divani and Kartell, are already certain.
They will present their ranges and
innovation in the “pure” design segment.
Kartell’s repeat showing at imm
cologne after last year, says managing
director Dr. Claudio Luti, is mainly due
to the location’s economic importance:
“From an historical viewpoint, Germany
has always been a key overseas market
for Kartell. The presence at the trade
show and the opening of six flagship

stores in recent years are a sign of our
commitment in striking deep roots in
German soil and on the German market.
In fact, Germany is not just a primary
market for Kartell, but also its principal
gateway to the nations of Eastern
Europe. We believe that it's crucial to
appear in Germany at reputable trade
shows such as imm cologne."
Almost booked out
Partly as a result of the early bookings
by many Italian exhibitors, the three
levels of Hall 11 are already completely
booked out, apart from a few small
spaces, even at this early date. It is
here that the new design trends from
Poliform, La Palma, Marac, Riva, Sicis,
Skitch, Tonon and Zeus Noto, among
others, will be revealed and interpreted.
Porro will again present itself in 2012

alongside fine-sounding names such as
designer legend Piero Lissoni, who as art
director will be showcasing the objects
and systems in his furnishing collection,
and renowned designers such as
Christophe Pillet, Werner Aisslinger,
Front Design, Jean-Marie Massaud,
Giorgio Cazzaniga, Wolfgang Tholk and
Decoma Design.
Italy thus looks likely to make up
the strongest foreign faction at the
year’s first trade show highlight for the
industry, followed by Denmark and
the Netherlands. “Our talks with the
exhibitors and their satisfaction with
last year’s trade show performance
signal that the reserve expressed by
the Italians was only temporary and has
now definitely passed,” says Koelnmesse
page 31 X
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All systems go for eleventh Iser trade show
National buying group Iser is inviting all
independent electronic, appliance and
furniture retailers to attend its eleventh
annual trade show, which takes place
on 21 September at Emperors Palace in
Johannesburg.
"More than 100 suppliers will be
exhibiting their products in various
categories, including small and large
appliances, audio visual equipment,
photographic equipment, furniture,
bedding and more," says Iser
merchandising manager Mike Davidson.
"Numerous new products will be
showcased and retailers will be able
to take advantage of special prices on
offer."
In just over a decade Iser has become
the largest buying group in South Africa,

with more than 250 dealers countrywide.
"We continue to play an integral
role in promoting the survival of the
independent retailer by improving and
coordinating communication between
our dealers and the suppliers and there
are numerous benefits to dealing with
us," Davidson continues.
"The Expert co-branding facilitates
synergy among dealers and there is
easier access for suppliers to multiple
dealers, as well as dealers to multiple
suppliers, which allows for instantaneous
communication of all issues both ways.
The show will be preceded by the
annual supplier awards dinner on 20
September, also at Emperor's Palace, at
which Iser will honour its top suppliers
for 2011.

Mike Davidson – new products and
special offers at the Iser show.

Mutual trade between China and Africa holds strategic benefits
The China Africa Business Forum will be
held at Gallagher Convention Centre,
Johannesburg on 20 October 20 this
year. The forum will bring together trade
and industry professionals, investors and
diplomatic representatives to discuss and
pave the way forward for increased trade
between African and Chinese businesses.
While some are sceptical as to whether
China-Africa trade benefits Africa as much
as China, those in the know say that much
depends on whether African countries
and businesses position themselves to
leverage the strategic opportunities that
have opened up as a result of China's
involvement in the African continent.
China has become the world's top
manufacturer, surpassing the US, with a
manufacturing industry that produces
a range of sophisticated equipment
beneficial to Africa's development.
Africa, on the other hand, has strategic
resources such as oil that China needs to
meets its energy demands. For example,
China is already investing in Angola
and has begun making significant
contributions to the country's agriculture
infrastructure, while Angola is a major
supplier of oil to China.
The importance of the bilateral
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relationship between China and Africa
was emphasised at the World Economic
Forum 2011, held in Cape Town in May,
where President Jacob Zuma said during
the opening session that "Africa should
interact with China in a way that benefits
both countries". This statement recognises
the fact that Africa has much to gain from
forming economic ties with countries such
as China in order to achieve economic
growth targets.
Trade statistics with China reflect the
potential that exists for expanding the
commercial relationship. Trade between
South Africa and China has grown by
more than R100 billion ($13.6 billion)
since 1998 when full diplomatic relations
were established. Total trade amounted to
R119.7 billion ($16.3 billion) at the end of
2009, growing by two per cent from 2008
to a total of R118 billion ($16 billion).
China's involvement in the African
economy has also made it possible
for African countries to diversify their
trading partners, thereby reducing their
vulnerability to primary commodity
price shocks, and increasing competition
among importers of African commodities.
This has enabled South Africa and other
African countries to weather the 2008

financial crisis with more resilience than
if trade depended on Europe and the US.
Africa is currently experiencing economic
recovery with growth increasing from
1.7 per cent in 2009 to 4.7 per cent
in 2010. An October/November 2010
report by Stats SA indicates that exports
from South Africa to Asia increased by
R6.6 billion to R21.5 billion, in comparison
to Europe where exports increased by
R1.1 billion to R15.0 billion, and the US
where exports increased by R0.6 billion
to R6.4 billion. If African countries had
continued their reliance on exports to
developed countries such as the US and
Europe, economic recovery would have
been uncertain, as these countries are
experiencing a slow rate of economic
recovery.
With numerous opportunities for
growth and expansion of trade between
local businesses and their Chinese
counterparts, the China Africa Business
Forum is the ideal meeting to explore
economic and trade prospects and
surrounding issues.
The registration fee for the one-day
event is R3 500.00 per person excl VAT.
For bookings contact Candice Scorer on
011 463 9184.

Diary

High expectations for imm cologne 2012
W
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executive board chairman Gerald Böse.
Italian brands shift focus to German
market
The export data published by the
Federal Office of Statistics support this
view: in 2010 Italy exported 14.5 per
cent of total furniture production to
France, 10.4 per cent to the UK, 10.3
per cent to Germany and 9.3 per cent
to Russia. In the other direction, Italy
imported 21.9 per cent of its furniture
from China and 13.6 per cent from
Germany. These figures alone show
how important their mutual markets
are for these two big furnishing nations.
In addition, Germany is Italy’s most
important supplier of ancillary products
and machinery in the furniture sector,

making it Italy’s most important sales
market next to France and the UK. A
glance at export statistics over the last
15 years clearly reveals the significance
of the large German market.
The slump seen in recent years,
meanwhile, is down to a number of
factors. Firstly, prices on the furniture
market have also led to a polarisation in
Germany, giving cheaper Asian furniture,
Chinese first among them, increasingly
better sales opportunities.
Secondly, many Italian furniture
producers have focused on emerging
markets in recent years, and as a result
have somewhat lost sight of the German
market. imm cologne 2011 represented
a turning point in this trend, which has
been reaffirmed by booking figures for
imm cologne 2012. Last year’s good
performance on the German market
played a pivotal role in this.

Large brands have also recognised
the importance of a continuous
presence and proximity to German
sales agents in maintaining or even
expanding market share.
The renewed focus of leading Italian
lifestyle brands such as Kartell on
Europe’s large furnishing trade show
sends a clear signal and is resulting in
more and more Italian brand names
returning to Cologne.

Consumer Goods Council to host annual conference
The Consumer Goods Council of South
Africa (CGCSA) is to hold its annual
conference on 6 and 7 October 2011 at the
Sandton Sun Hotel in Johannesburg.
This year's conference promises to bring
together over 500 delegates from industry
experts and thought leaders to top
government officials, and will raise the bar
and play a leading role in providing insight
into the industry trends and outlook.
Acting CGCSA CEO Mapule Ncanywa
says: "The 2010 conference was a huge
success and we are extremely excited by
the calibre and quality of speakers that
we have been able to secure for the 2011
conference, including top international
speakers."
"This year's theme will focus on
the importance of improved business
efficiency for improved health and
livelihoods of people," she continues.
"Additionally, the conference will
explore solutions to the continuing
challenges facing the industry and will
also provide opportunities for networking
among businesses, public sector leaders
and other stakeholders within and outside

Kgalema Motlanthe – opening the CGCSA conference.

the industry."
CGCSA has invited the country's deputy
resident, Honourable Kgalema Motlanthe
to open the conference.
Delegates can register for the

conference online at www.cgcsa.co.za or
forward their enquiries to Kristy Elliot at
Kristye@cgcsa.co.za or Mateboho Tsiu at
matebohot@cgcsa.co.za. Alternatively, call
0861 242 000.
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What is leadership?
It's a good question, and although we all probably feel we understand what the term
connotes, what we really mean is that we would recognise it should it manifest clearly.
But maybe it’s slightly trickier than that. Close to home we have a ‘leader’ President
Zuma, but does the President actually lead? He has the title, but is he a leader?
Many, perhaps most, would argue not. When decisiveness is called for, Zuma
generally dithers, remains silent and allows others to set the agenda. So perhaps there is
one definition – an agenda setter?
Undoubtedly that would be an important part of leadership, but there has to be
more, much more. For surely a leader is a person who has the ability to persuade others
to follow him. He has set the agenda, laid out the goals, and then lays out the route.
And then critically arouses a sense amongst his team mates, co-workers, employees and
countrymen, that they trust him enough to follow him.
That is perhaps the ideal form of leadership. Of course there are others – dictators
who by force have usurped legitimate authority and seized power. They undoubtedly
rule by fear, amongst them on our African continent would be Mad Bob Mugabe
and Brother Leader himself. And of course there are others, many others, but what
distinguishes these people is the lack of any guiding ideal of nobility, of selflessness;
for them the seizure of power was just the first step to the maintenance of that power.
Power for power’s sake.
So true leaders have the capacity to generate change – in the right direction, to
generate growth, development, progress... Perhaps another good definition would
be a person who rises to an extraordinary challenge, perhaps even has it thrust upon
them, such as Winston Churchill in 1940, and recognising it for what it is, successfully
surmounts the challenge.
Today in business, with the global economic village in turmoil, management boards,
company directors and perhaps above all, chairmen and managing directors have a
unique responsibility to lead. Seldom has the need to properly lead been so great. A
leader must firstly show his staff the direction that he believes they must follow, and
then he must persuade and motivate them to follow him in that direction.
He must demonstrate not only that he has the vision, but that he has the means, the
structures to achieve that vision. That is the route to survival, and more than that, to
succeeding.
Are our captains of industry up to the job?
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Whirlpool Activ0°
Combi Fridge WBC 3569 A+NFCX
Whirlpool is continuously researching and developing new
technologies to improve food preservation performance
on the pathway to perfection. To respond to the latest
trends and satisfy the latest consumer needs Whirlpool
presents the innovative 6th SENSE Fresh Control
refrigerator with Activ0° system.
Whirlpool 6th SENSE Fresh Control technology
keeps food fresh up to 4 times longer than a total no
frost refrigerator. Whirlpool 6th SENSE Fresh Control
refrigerator is enhanced by a remarkable innovation: the
Activ0° system, ideal for preserving meat and fish quality
at a temperature of (-1°C/+2°C)
Whirlpool’s Activ0° system guarantees that meat and fish
preserved in the special drawer at a temperature of around
0° C have an improved shelf life when compared to food
stored in the traditional refrigerator cavity.
How does Activ0° system work?
At the push of a button you can start the special ventilation
system, which creates a preservation temperature of around
0° C (-1°C/+2°C) inside the dedicated compartment.
Temperature values achieved in the compartment with
Activ0° system are a key driver to grant the freshness of
the food and to preserving both its nutritional value and
appearance.
The low temperature reached ensures a reduced growth
of bacteria, the main element responsible for food spoilage,
evident as off-odours and discoloration.
The ideal temperature inside the drawer with Activ0°
system also slows down the oxidation process, which
impacts food appearance and nutritional content.

Activ0° compartment

Whirlpool customer contact centre:
0860 884 401
Web site: www.whirlpool.co.za

Excelsior BRS
Galaxy Sleigh Bed

Romano Sleigh Bed

Venecia DRS

Telephone: (012) 333-3162/3/4, Fax: (012) 333-6453, 32 Eland Str, Koedoespoort, Pretoria, 0186

